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Erratum
Emö MÁRTON and Péter MÁRTON 1999. Tectonic aspects of a palaeo- 
magnetic study on the Neogene of the Mecsek Mountains. Geophysical Trans­
actions 42, 3 - 4 ,  pp. 159 -  180
Despite the general lack of unweathered Neogene outcrops in the Mecsek Mts., renewed ef­
forts enabled palaeomagnetic sampling to be carried out at 29 localities of which 15 gave, after labo­
ratory treatment, useful palaeomagnetic directions for the Ottnangian through Upper Pannonian.
Our results fall into four groups: (i) this group comprises the ignimbrites aligned with the 
northern margin of the Neogene sedimentary trough which exhibit counterclockwise rotated decli­
nations averaging 60°; (ii) the younger sediments of the same trough with no rotation; (iii) Tertiary 
localities from the main Palaeozoic-Mesozoic body of the Mecsek Mts, where the Cretaceous alkali 
basalts and related rocks are characterized by declinations rotated to the east, exhibit similar easterly 
declinations; (iv) the declination of two Upper Pannonian localities from the surroundings of the 
Mecsek Mts. do not deviate significantly from the present north.
These results together with those from the Apuseni Mts. and the South Carpathians on one 
hand, and from the Slavonian Mts. on the other— all parts of the Tisza megatectonic unit —  strongly 
suggest that this megatectonic unit was not yet a rigid body during the Tertiary as some tectonic 
models suggest.
The editor regrets the printing (software) error in the paper by E. Márton 
and P. Márton in the previous issue leading to the omission of the minus (-) 
sign in Tables I. and IE The corrected tables are enclosed.
Table I. Palaeomagnetic results for the igneous sites from the Mecsek Mts. 
Explanation o f  symbols: Left column: identifying numbers (cf. text). n/n0: useful collected 
number of samples. D and /: palaeomagnetic declination (D°) and inclination (1°) before tilt 
correction, к  and a ° 9S: statistical parameters after FISHER [1953]. к : precision, a ° 95: 
semi-angle of cone of confidence at the 95% confidence level. D°c, I°c: palaeomagnetic 
declination (D°c) and inclination (I°c) after tilt correction. Dip: bedding attitude, 
azimuth/magnitude of dip of bedding plane. Remark: a: result obtained by linearity 
analysis, b: result obtained from stable end points. Three results are shown for the Komló 
andesite (8). The first is from MÁRTON and MÁRTON [1969], the second is from MÁRTON 
[1986] and the third is from the present study. The last row shows an earlier result for an 
ignimbrite body from the Mid-Hungarian Zone [MÁRTON and MÁRTON 1989].
/. táblázat. A mecseki magmás kőzetek paleomágneses irányai.
Jelmagyarázat: bal oldali oszlop: azonosító számok (lásd szöveg), n/n0: hasznos/gyűjtött 
minták száma, D°és 1°: paeleomágneses deklináció és inklináció dőléskorrekció előtt; kés  
a 095: FiSHER-féle [1953] statisztikai paraméterek; k: pontosság, a°95: a 95%-os 
megbízhatósági szintű konfidencia szög fele; ű °Ci Г с: paleomágneses deklináció és 
inklináció a dőléskorrekció után; dip: a tektonikai dőlés azimutja/a dőlés nagysága; 
Remark: a: linearitás analízissel kapott eredmény, b: stabil végpontokból kapott eredmény
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Analysis of ground roll measurements based on a WKB
solution of motion
Tamás FANCSIK*, Oszkár ÁDÁM*
During the past 20-30 years seismic ground roll lost a great deal of their significance because 
of the extensive use of geophone arrays, common depth points, etc. observation systems. Although 
with the help of these systems seismograms appear to be a great deal better the distortion effect of 
wave-guide generated ground roll has not eliminated from their frequency characteristics. This is 
connected to the viscoelastic phenomenon by velocity dispersion as well as absorption of P and S 
body waves. In this paper we deal only with velocity dispersion.
Keywords: ground roll, WKB solution, seismograms, P-waves, S-waves, velocity
1. Introduction
Ground roll — as is well known —  was so-named because of its connec­
tion with reflection measurements. Because of its large amplitude ground roll 
can suppress the useful signals almost completely unless this disturbance is re­
moved from seismograms. Detailed investigations relating to ground roll are 
contained in ÁDÁM’s papers [ 1968, 1969] in which it was stated that the phe­
nomenon can be considered as a mode of guided waves, due to the character of 
sedimentation of the near surface (mainly loess-like) layers with vertically in­
creasing P and SV velocity distributions that can be considered continuous 
functions of the vertical co-ordinate. DOBRÓKA’s [ 1987, 1988] and FANCSIK’s 
[1995, 1997] publications have proved that the WKB approach can be applied 
for to describe the wave guide in an inhomogeneous medium. For this reason it 
seems to be useful to consider whether certain propagation characteristics of 
ground roll are explainable on the basis of the WKB solution of the motion 
equation valid in a vertically inhomogeneous medium. We shall examine this 
question in detail on the basis of experiments performed in the vicinity of 
Nagytilaj village (Zala County, Hungary) on the area of a loess plateau and 
compare the results with a modelling method described here. Acknowledge-
* Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute of Hungary, H-l 145 Budapest, Kolumbusz u. 17-23 
Manuscript received: 20 May, 1998.
4 T. Fanes ik — O. A dám
ment is made to the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (OTKA) grant No. 
0155850.
2. Wave guide in vertically inhomogeneous medium
The ground roll mechanism is discussed on the basis of the full form in an 
inhomogeneous medium of the following motion equation:
P = p Д s + (A, + ц ) grad div s + 2(grad p , grad)s + ( 1)
+ grad p X rots + grad X div s
where X and p are Lamé’s constants, p is the density.
In the case of two-dimensional wave propagation, by means of the dis­
placement potentials (s =Vcp +rotvj), cp is the scalar potential; ф = {0,ф,0| is 
the vector potential) this relation is reducible to easily solvable form by the 
WKB method [FaNCSIK 1995, 1997]:
Acp + kfo  = - 2 dp <Эф
^ dz дх
Д ф  + & р ф
2 dp 5ф
р dz дх
(2)
(k: wave number; Ç=A+2p). The wave propagation was supposed in the (x, z) 
plane (then only the x and z direction components of the displacement vector 
exist), and the density of the medium was considered constant. The equations 
are valid only for fulfilling the following inequalities:
grad ф I ; 
rot vj> I»
pro
2
pco2
■ {(grad ф, grad)grad p -  grad ф Др }
(rot vj>, grad) grad p
(3)
where со is the angular frequency.
The X, p Lamé coefficients depend only on the z co-ordinate and in the 
case of two dimensions we can disregard the derivative from they direction. 
Equations ka = co/a(z) and £p= co/ß(z) are the wave numbers of body waves 
(where a (z), ß(z) are respectively the velocities of the longitudinal and the 
transversal body wave). The displacement components of these waves fall in 
the (x, z) plane too. According to the inhomogeneities of layer series the rela­
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tions of equations (2) are valid, the P- and ST-waves became coupled waves. 
Naturally the horizontally polarized transversal (SH) wave appears too, but 
from our present point of view it is not of interest.
The conditions of inequalities given by equations (3) are trivially fulfilled 
if dependence of the Lamé coefficients is assumed to be linear in space, that is 
р=Цо(1 + az), A,=A.0(l+crz), where po, A,0 are values of the Lamé coefficients in 
the z=0 plane, and a is the parameter determining the rate of inhomogeneity 
(namely equations (3) contain only second derivatives). In this case the ve­
locities of waves in the medium will vary according to the 1/2 power of the z 
depth and the gradient of V(z) is continuously decreasing. In this way we shall 
get such a velocity distribution which has a decreasing gradient with depth and 
will approach the often experienced velocity courses caused by the compres­
sion within the near-to-surface geological structures [ÁDÁM 1968].
On the basis of the WKB solutions of equations (2) the components of the 
displacement vector in a vertically inhomogeneous medium will be as follows 
[Fa n CSJK 1997]:
-J/H .v) d.v -J ? (y )d y J /j(y )d y
Ur = ika(z)Ae ! +qb(z)Ce ‘ + ika(z)Be2 -qb(z)De!
J?(.v)dy ikx
-J/>(.v) d.i -|c/(v)d> J p ( y ) i v
U, - -p a (z )A e ! +ikb(z)Ce 1 +pa(z)Be: +ikb(z)De‘
J î(.v )d y itt
(4)
where
p  = J k 2- k l ,  q =yjk2 -kp  , a(z) = ^ ]p0/p ,  b(z) = Jq0/q ,
к is the wave number to the x direction and we disregarded from the above- 
mentioned coupling effect; А, В, C, D are arbitrary coefficients. The members 
with the zero subscript relate to one of the fixed points of the layer, e.g. to the 
z=0 point of co-ordinates. The fulfilment of these equalities according to the 
WKB solution implies new conditions; with the notations
and
P(z, f )  =
(
3 1 d
4
V
y p  d z .
1 1 d2/
2 p  d z 2
1
(
3 " 1 d ^ '
qSn 4 (q d z )
1 I d 1 q'
2 q d z 2 ^6 (z> / )  =
6 T. Fancsik — О. Ádám
They will take the following shape
P ( z , f ) «  1 
Q(z, f )  « 1 (5)
On interpreting equations (4) one can see that in a vertically inhomogene­
ous medium, such P- and/or ST-waves can develop which, for example, start­
ing from a free surface will return to the free surface in case of certain inci­
dence angles. These are diving-waves, that characterize loose sediments. Fig­
ure 1 models an often occurring near surface geological situation from the 
point of view of a wave-guide. In the figure a vertically inhomogeneous, low 
velocity layer lies on a rock body that can be considered as an infinite half 
space in which the longitudinal and the vertical body wave velocities, depend­
ing on the given location and density, are constant. Consider Я  the thickness 
of this layer. This layer having lower SH- wave velocity (by chance P-wave ve­
locity) compared with the half space is the wave guide channel in which — if 
the channel was homogeneous —  a guided wave built of reflected waves from
Fig. 1. Theoretical ray combination in the case of diving waves. Two layers with different
V(z) characteristics
1. ábra. Elméleti sugárkombináció bemerülő hullámok esetén. Két réteg eltérő V(z)
karakterisztikákkal
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the surface and the basement would propagate parallel with the surface. Ac­
cording to the above interpretation, but for an inhomogeneous case, besides 
the reflected waves such waves (P- and/or SV-waves) also appear in the upper 
layers that will not reach the surface of the lower half space and in this way 
they return to the free surface. Thus the wave guide developing in the inhomo­
geneous medium differs from the wave guide developing in a homogeneous, 
two-layer case when it is not necessary to take into account the wave propaga­
tion as a diving wave or the frequent reflections (on the surface) of these 
waves.
In order to examine the wave-guide in an inhomogeneous medium, the 
two-layer model of Fig. 1 should also be taken into account in the following. 
In the layer of finite thickness, displacements given by equations (2) are valid. 
Moreover, consider the lower half space as an inhomogeneous one in which 
the following functions will give the displacement components (marking the 
par-ameters relating to the second layer with a prime):
E, F are arbitrary constants.
In this layer only the P-SV-waves travelling outward in the direction of 
the z-axis were taken into account at the resolution (which is given on the ba­
sis of the regularity condition). The functions
p' = Jk2-k ? ,  q' = Jk2- k '2
are direction cosines. In a layered medium the waves given by displacement 
components (2) and (6) should fulfil the boundary conditions:
—  the normal components of the stress will disappear on the surface;
—  at depth H, on the boundary of the two layers the appropriate displacement 
components (of x and z direction) and normal stress are continuous;
—  in the lower half space in case of z->со the regular solution of wave 
equation can be get.
If we write these conditions for the integration constants А, В, C, D, E, F 
as unknown coefficients we shall get a homogeneous, linear equation system. 
On the basis of this system of equations we arrive to the dispersion relation of 
P-SV-waves propagating in a vertically inhomogeneous medium as follows:
det (MN) = 0 (7)
where
8 T. Fancsik— О. Adám
lka qb ika - q b +  i к
- p a i kb pa ikb P' +  1 к
-2 \k p \ ia +  ? 2 ) * -  2  i kp\ia - p ( /c 2 + q 2)b 2 i  kp'\x' - д ' К 2
( p \  - k - \ ) a -2 \kq \xb (p :E, - k ' k ) a 2\kp\ib + 1 ?*- Hf 'W
-
7 \kq '\i '
-  2  i kppe - m ( ( 2 + r ) / f , -  2  i kp\i 1 e - M ( f  + ? • ) / / , 0 0
ip%  ~ k 2\ ) e -  2  i kq\ibfs (p 2(, - k 2k ) / e 2 i  kq \i! f t 0 0 /
К = diag Me \!fs e f s g h)
(H Л ( H
e = exp \p(y)ày , f s  = exp \q(.y)ày , g = exp i+p'H), h = ехр(+^г'Я),
ko J ko y
£,=Х + 2\л, E,' = У  + 2ц'.
The values of a and b are of the WKB amplitude correction at depth H  
given in connection with equation (4).
On analysing the results of field registration by means of equation (7) we 
investigate the conformity of phase velocities supplied by the field registra­
tions and determined from modelling.
3. Comparison of results of ground roll measurements and results of
modelling
The experimental ground roll measurements were carried out in the above 
mentioned region near to Nagytilaj, where the surface waves were generated 
by vertical force (by shot) on the surface; the observation was by means of 
geophones of horizontal and vertical orientation and linear phase digital 
system-equipment corresponding to the direction of the seismic line. Figure 2 
shows the seismogram where different wave groups can be distinguished. In 
order to determine the dispersion relations of the waves f -к  analyses have 
been performed the results of which can be found in Fig. 3. The cb c? and C3 
phase velocity courses which can be determined on the basis of the curves 
marked f , f i  and/ 3 are indicated respectively by empty squares, empty trian­
gles and empty circles in Fig. 4. We represented the f-k  curves and phase ve­
locities of those waves which support the largest ratio of the energy propagat­
ing in the wave-guide.
In order to apply dispersion relation (7), a geological model of the wave­
guide will be required. In the experimental measurement for clarifying the 
geological relations and the physical parameters, velocity and density profil-
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Wavenumber (1/m)
Fig. 3. Results of f -к  analysis for the different time-distance curves 
3. ábra. Az f - к  analízis eredményei különböző idő-távolság görbékre
ing were performed as a means of determining the distribution by depth of the 
P- and S-waves as well as the density. In addition, data from the first break 
registrations were processed.
Assessment of the results of seismograms indicated that the thickness of 
the layers is approximately 40 m, meaning a significant P- and S-wave veloc­
ity gradient. Below this thickness, from the aspect of propagation of the longi­
tudinal wave there is however a consolidated layer. The transversal wave ve­
locity in this layer can be considered as a location-dependent one. The par­
ameters of the model of the wave-guide are given in Table I.
P
h
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m
/s
)
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Vp (m/s) Vs (m/s) Density (kg/m3) Thickness of layer (m)
22871+ 0.3z 11571+0.3z 2000 40
1900 1100 2300 -
Table I. Model o f wave-guide formed on the basis of the field measurements.
Vp means the longitudinal body wave velocity, Vs the transversal body wave velocity. The 
parameters o f the upper layer are shown, and the bottom line gives the values o f the half 
space considered to be consolidated 
I. táblázat. A terepi mérések alapján kialkított hullámvezető modell.
Vp a longitudinális, Vs a transzverzális térhullám sebessége. A második sor a felső réteg 
paramétereit, az alsó sor a konszolidáltnak tekintett féltér értékeit adja
0 20 40 60 80
Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 4. Dispersion curves computed from curves of Fig. 3 
4. ábra. A 3. ábra görbéiből számított diszperziós görbék
12 T. Fancsik — О. Adám
This form of V = V0yi\ + az is the velocity approximation determined 
from the field measurements (the validity of the WKB approximation will be 
proved later). In Fig. 5 the velocity-depth curve supplied by this function for 
transversal body wave velocity is presented. (In the figure we also presented 
the V=AzVn form velocity equation that proved good in practice [ÁDÁM  1968] 
and that was applied in this region too and the parameters of which were 
^=113/s, и=2.82 on the basis of observation). In the lower half space the trans­
versal wave velocity was regarded as constant on the one hand because the 
variability of Vs is lower in this range than that experienced in the upper layer
5. ábra. V(z) sebesség-mélység diagram.
I. görbe: fúrólyukban mért sebességfüggvény egyszerűsített formája V = V0yll + az ; 
2. görbe-, felszíni mérésekből számított görbe V=Az],n
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and on the other hand the wave guide connects to the near-to-surface layer that 
shows more significant inhomogeneity [ÁDÁM 1987], namely the propagation 
characteristics of the guided wave connecting to the near-to-surface are influ­
enced into a smaller extent by the velocity relations of the deeper ranges.
On the basis of the model given above the dispersion curves plotted by us­
ing dispersion relation (7) can be found in Fig. 6 (curves marked with filled 
circles, triangles and squares) where also the dispersion curves derived from 
the ground data shown in Fig. 2 are indicated (with empty circles, triangles 
and squares). It can be seen that the curves from the measurements and the 
modelling lie together essentially in the examined frequency range. A differ­
ence can be observed mostly for the middle velocity branch. The degree of fit 
relating to a pair of curves can be characterized numerically too, for example
Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 6. Measured and computed phase velocities 
6. ábra. Mért és számított fázissebességek
14 T. Fancsik— О. Adám
by means of the relative errors of the two curves according to the following 
formula:
e„ =
-(”>) _ -00 YI
y
(8)
where ea is the ‘standard deviation’ of relative errors of the plotted c /m) and 
calculated cfs:) phase velocities for the same N  frequencies as the parameter 
characterizing the average fit. Using this formula the degree of fit for the sin­
gle curves is as follows (Table II):
Velocity curve Бi(% )
Сз 2.4
C2 15
C1 11
Table II. The degree of fit of the phase velocities plotted on the basis of velocity curves 
marked c i, C2, and сз presented in Fig. 4 as well as the dispersion relation formula (7) and 
the parameters of Table I according to formula (8)
II. táblázat. A 4. ábrán megadott ci, C2 és сз jelű sebsséggörbék, valmint a diszperziós 
egyenlet (7) és az I. táblázat paraméterei alapján számított fázissebességek illeszkedésének 
mértéke a (8) egyenletnek megfelelően
Bearing in mind the measuring errors as well as the accuracy of the two- 
layer model (that simplifies the reality) formed on the basis of the above state­
ments, the results of the modelling can be considered satisfactory.
The results of the WKB modelling could be accepted if the conditions of 
the WKB approximation are fulfilled in the frequency range examined. Since 
the validity of inequalities (3) is trivial due to the above selection of shape of 
the velocity functions only the validity of the pair of inequalities (5) should be 
examined.
Regarding the above requirement by means of the results in Figures 7 and 
8 we would like to demonstrate the response of P(z,f) and Q(z,f) as functions 
of frequency and of depth relating to unity (marking unity with a thick line in 
the figures) in the case of velocity curve C\ (marked with squares in Figure 4) 
at three different depths. On the basis of the figures it is evident that the results 
of the WKB modelling are valid for higher frequencies than 20 Hz. It is men­
tioned that the consequence will also be the same for the further two phase ve­
locity functions.
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With regard to the ground roll registrations measured in the Nagytilaj re­
gion: on the basis of the results obtained from dispersion equation (7) we can 
state that ground roll can be considered as a higher mode of P-SV guided 
waves. The lowest velocity mode (marked with circles in Figures 3 and 4) is 
the first overtone following the Rayleigh type wave propagating in the me­
dium. (In this case, by Rayleigh type wave we mean the dispersion fundamen­
tal harmonic which at low frequency approaches the Rayleigh wave velocity 
of the half space considered consolidated and by increasing the frequency it 
approximates the Rayleigh wave velocity of the layer of finite thickness.) On 
the basis of the velocities from dispersion analysis and the displacement func­
tions given by (4) it can also be stated that the displacement components of the 
ground roll are built of displacement components of ST-waves propagating as 
a diving one and as of inhomogeneous R-waves. The neglecting of coupling 
did not lead to significant errors.
0 20 40 60 80
Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 7. Value of P (z, f)  as a measure of the approximation 
7. ábra. P (z, f )  értéke mint a közelítés mértéke
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Fig. 8. Value of Q (z, f)  as a measure of the approximation 
8. ábra. Q(z, f)  értéke, mint a közelítés mértéke
4. Summary
On the basis of the WKB approximation of the motion equation in an in­
homogeneous medium we gave the dispersion relation of P-SV-waves propa­
gating in such a two-layer, near-to-surface structure where the layer of finite 
thickness situated on a half space considered homogeneous was considered 
vertically inhomogeneous. Using these results we derived the phase velocities 
of the P-SV- waves relating to that wave guide model whose determination oc­
curred on the basis of seismic and well-log measurements. Comparing our 
curves with the phase velocity curves — derived from dispersion analysis — 
of ground roll measurements performed in the above-mentioned region we are 
able to state appropriate coincidence in the examined frequency range. How­
ever this frequency range was determined by the terms relating to the validity 
of the WKB approximation. From the results the following consequence was 
drawn. In the given area, surface ground roll is the higher mode of such P-SV
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guided waves whose displacement components are built of displacement com­
ponents of SV-waves propagating as immersion waves as well as of inhomoge­
neous jP-waves.
The above presented WKB modelling of the dispersion relation of ground 
roll as a direct solution gives the possibility that in future the examination of 
seismic parameters of near-to-surface structures should be performed by the 
inversion technique based on this measuring method, a method that may prove 
to be of great importance in resolving various environmental, geotechnical or 
geophysical engineering tasks.
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Felszíni zavarhullám mérések analízise a mozgásegyenlet WKB megoldása
alapján
FANCSIK Tamás és ÁDÁM Oszkár
Az elmúlt 20-30 évben a szeizmikus zavarhullám (seismic ground roll) jelensége annyiban 
veszített jelentőségéből, amennyiben a hosszú geofon csoportok és nagy fedésszámú észlelési 
rendszerek segítségével nagyrészt elnyomták. Bár az ezekkel az észlelési rendszerekkel felvett 
időszelvényeket kevésbé terhelik a hullámvezetőkben keletkező zavarhullámok, de hatásuk a 
frekvencia karakterisztikákban továbbra is él. Ehhez kapcsolódnak a viszko-elasztikus kőzetmo- 
dellre jellemző abszorpció és diszperzió, amelyek mind a P, mind az S  hullámot terhelik. Ebben a 
dolgozatban csak a sebesség diszperzióval foglalkozunk.
IB T. Fancsik— O. A dánt
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Dispersion analysis of ground roll using analytical velocity
functions
Oszkár ÁDÁM* and László HERMANN*
Seismic ground roll is a characteristic feature of area covered by loose loess sediments. On 
these areas mainly the velocity distribution is depth dependent and can be approximated by analyti­
cal functions. If the characteristic features of these sediments are the velocity dispersion and the ab­
sorption these can be considered to provide a visco-elastic rock model. We should like to support this 
hypothesis by analysing the results of our field experiments and modelling.
Keywords: dispersion, ground roll, velocity
1. Introduction
Since the beginning of the intensive seismic prospecting in Hungary, but 
particularly between 1953 and 1968, many experiments were carried out in an 
endeavour to learn about the nature of the most disturbing wave —  ground 
roll —  which causes the so called no reflection (NR) areas. These were the 
hilly part of Transdanubia, and several smaller local territories of the Great 
Hungarian Plain [ÁDÁM 1954, 1964; SZÉNÁS, ÁDÁM 1953; ÁDÁM, Sz.KlLÉ- 
NYI 1963; ÁDÁM 1969]. After this rather long period and because of the tech­
nological-methodological development based on computerization, miniaturi­
zation of equipment, the common depth point (GDP) system and geophone ar­
rays used in the field, ground roll became only a memento to the seismologists 
and not an object to study in detail. One of the most interesting publications in 
this respect was that of ANSTEY [Whatever happened to ground roll? 1986].
Since 1986 three other papers should be mentioned here: GABRIELS et al. 
[1987] investigating the dispersion characteristics of a sand layer series on a 
flat area of a beach; KRAGH et al. [1995] proposing the use of the elliptical na­
ture of (u*, ur) displacements or (v*, v_-) displacement velocity amplitudes of 
ground roll; SCHNEIDER, DRESEN [1994] who used the dispersion characteris­
tics of ground roll to determine the depth variation of a shallow refuse pit. All
* Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute of Hungary, H-l 145 Budapest, Kolumbusz u. 17- 23 
Manuscript received: 30 April, 1998.
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three publications consider ground roll as different modes of Rayleigh type or 
at least P-SV-waves. Our aim is to give more information about the nature of 
ground roll with regard to dispersion.
2. Field investigation
During the last three years we had the opportunity to carry out field inves­
tigations on an area of «о reflections or very poor reflections. Data acquisition 
was carried out by parameters (254 m long spread, 1 m geophone interval, ver­
tically effective force as source) suitable for f -к  analyses and determination of 
dispersion characteristics of the layer series consisting of loose sediments 
such as different kind of loesses and upper Pannonian clayey sands, etc.
A very important property of these sediments is the compressibility that 
involves the V(z) depth dependence of any kind of seismic (P- and S-) wave 
velocities. The thickness of these dry formations is generally about 30-50 m 
above the watertable, but at some places much more. In consequence of these 
situations the seismograms were built up of disturbing ground roll waves 
(Fig. 1) suppressing and damaging all the reflection signals by their very large 
amplitudes, and generating different kinds of other noises (for example differ­
ent kind of harmonics), too. The effect of depth dependent velocity variations 
is apparent by the diving wave character. On the seismogram the curvilinear 
character of different group of arrivals and the widening trains of disperse 
waves can be clearly seen. These also mean that 100 or more folds of common 
depth point spreads had or have to be used to obtain a fairly good time section. 
Because of the consistency of these loose sediments, the validity of a visco­
elastic solid model is supposed. This was comprehensively analysed by 
RICKER [1953]. Judging from this model the main features of elastic waves are 
the dispersion and frequency dependent attenuation. DOBRIN [1951], TOL­
STOY and USDIN [1953], ÁDÁM [1969] gave some proof of this behaviour. The 
present paper deals solely with the dispersion characteristics of ground roll 
but in somewhat more detail.
3. Fitting of seismic parameters
In order to describe the velocity-depth relation some simple analytical 
functions were used in seismic prospecting [BANTA 1941, WHITE 1963, 
KAUFMAN 1953, and, recently, AL-CHALABI 1997]. For example the more 
simple ones are
( I n )V(z) = V0 (1+kz) ( 1)
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V(z)= A z(In> (2)
V (z)=V0 exp i-kz) (3)
(The dimensions are: F(m/s); ^4(l/s); n (dimensionless); z(m); &(l/m))
If we suppose the validity of one of these power functions, e.g. equation 
(2), the travel times can be approximated by a relatively simple equation, as 
follows:
t(x ) =
n - W
\ г
n n 1 \ 2 J
A ( A: -U J
хГ -  +  1
2
П-1
n~
nn 2Г n + 1
(2a)
where Г is the well known gamma function, A is a parameter with dimension 
of 1/s, и is a dimensionless constant. The parameters of velocity function (2) 
are^4 and n and these can be computed from the travel time equation. For Fig. 1 
this means at least three for the different groups of waves.
The f-k  diagram (Fig. 2) has the characteristics of a power function, too, 
like t(x) travel-time on Fig. 1. Based on our own experience the velocity func­
tion o f type (2) is a good approximation and therefore the C(f) phase veloc­
ity-frequency relation o f the ground roll can in many cases be described quite 
well in the form of
C (f)=Cf~m (4)
where m < 1, C\ is a constant (Fig. 3).
From what is described above one can conclude that the depth depend­
ence of seismic parameters (i.e. the Vp(z), Vs(z) propagation velocities and the 
p (z) density) in such cases can also be described by simple analytical func­
tions. The application of this kind of function has some advantages because
—  the main features of data are represented
—  the relations between C(f) and V(z) data are clearly shown
—  the large computational efforts of inversion tasks can considerably be 
reduced.
According to the well-log data the density-depth function can be de­
scribed in the form of
P(z) =Pv -  (Pv-Po) exp (-Kz) (5)
Where for the first layer p0 =p(0), pv=p(cc), К  determines the gradient of the 
density function p(z).
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Fig. 2. Selected events from f -к diagram of the seismogram in Fig. 1 
2. ábra. Az 1. ábra szeizmogram egyes jelenségeinek f -к diagramja
For determining the actual value of parameters at the sites examined we 
used the fitting of the calculated and the measured dispersion curves. The 
goodness of fit can be measured by the relative differences:
A a -
L 1 { cm{f)  ) (6)
where n is the number of data cm(j) and cc(f) are the measured and the calcu­
lated phase velocities at frequency /
4. Dispersion calculation
Our jV-layers dispersion calculations are based on the well-known algo­
rithm of HASKELL [1953]. In this formulation the phase velocity curves can be 
determined by the (c, f) root pairs of
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Fig. 3. C (f) phase velocity diagram of one f -к  curve of Fig. 2.
3. ábra. Az egyik f -к diagramból számolt C(f) fázissebesség menet
F ( c , f  = 0
where F is a relatively complex function constructed from the 4x4 layer matri­
ces. Their elements are built from layer parameters.
Having fixed the frequency, the series of c roots give the phase velocities 
of fundamental and higher modes. Repeating the process at all frequencies of 
cm data all cc values can be determined.
Suitable approximation of continuous depth functions by a layered struc­
ture needs some consideration. In the case of AHayers the depths of the lower- 
and uppermost layer interfaces (h\, hN) are determined by the extreme wave­
lengths of the dispersion data:
0.5 Amin < h\< Amjn (^)
Amax ^ An < 2 Amax (^)
where Amin and Amax are the wavelengths of the examined dispersion data.
For the intermediate layers the ratio of layer thickness d, to the layer 
depths hm„ i.e. the value of
R d[ /h mi , (9)
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must be between 0.2 and 0.3, where
di=(hj -  h,.\).
and the layer depth is defined as
hmi = (h,.,+hJ/2 .
From these
hi = hj. I q
where
q = (R+2)/(2-R)
Using relations (7)-(l 1) the number of layers can be estimated as:
N=  5 + 10 log (Amax/Amin).
In our practice the value of A is usually between 12 and 30.
The seismic parameter of layer i can be set by minimizing
h,
J(T(Z)-/>)2dr
h , - l
( 10)
( n ;
( 12)
(13)
5. Results of fitting
As mentioned above by preliminary investigations for the velocity- 
depth relationship the function of type (2) proved to be the best. The results of 
the fitting procedure can be seen in Fig. 4a.
Here we give the velocity and density parameters of the best fitting func­
tion for the 1st layer, (index £1 for transversal, index PI for longitudinal) 
above the level of water saturation (down to 30 m) 
zíSi=150 1 /s 
nS\ = 3.55 
API= 300 1/s 
np\ - 3.65 
p* = 1.7 103 kg/m3 
pv = 2.0 103 kg/m3 
/ч=0.12 1/m;
the parameters below 30 m are: Fs=420m/s, Vp= 1600 m/s, p=2.3 103kg/m3.
6. Global sensitivity
During the fitting procedure we might have got data for the sensitivity of 
approximation of the various type of parameters. Below, we list the ratio of
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relative deterioration (increase) of Дa caused by the 1% change of parameters 
around its best Рц values:
p  dAa/Aa
Kl] 16.6%
»S 4.9%
Vn 3.2%
np 1.5%
p к 0.4%
P v 0.04%
к 0.3%
Fig. 4a. Layered model fitted to the 
dispersion curve
4a. ábra. A diszperziós görbéhez illesztett 
rétegmodell
Fig. 4b. Measured and computed phase 
C(f) and group U(j) velocity for the model 
o f Fig. 4a
0.00 2Q0Ü 4QOO 6Q00 8000
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i.e. the variation caused by a change in Vsi — for example —  is fivefold that of 
the variation caused by the same relative change in Vp\.
These data are in accordance with the well-known fact that the dispersion 
curves are governed mainly by the ^-velocity structure of the medium.
7. Investigation of differential sensitivity
Using the layered models described above it is easy to investigate the per­
turbations of dispersion curves caused by the alteration of seismic parameters 
of a single layer. Examination of these functions can provide insight into the 
contribution of the different seismic parameters at different depths to the 
structure of the c(j)  function [NATAF et al. 1986]. In this investigation we have 
used a smooth model having 32 layers.
For a layer at an intermediate depth the perturbations belonging to the dif­
ferent relative changes of the Vs, Vpand p are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen 
that this relatively thin layer (7?=0.2) has a broad-band effect on the dispersion 
curve. On the curves — at least in the cases of small perturbations —  well de­
fined f K ‘peak frequencies’ can be seen and using the equation
Fig. 5. Changes in the dispersion curve caused by the modification of layer parameters
(Vp, Vs and p)
5. ábra. A diszperziós görbe megváltozása a rétegparaméterek (Vp, Vs, p) módosításának
hatására
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Ля=Со (fn)/f я
‘peak wavelength’ can be calculated (here co(f) is the nonperturbed dispersion 
curve). Taking the depth of the modified layer as ‘peak wavelength-layer 
depth’ (see equation ( 11 )) it is found that there is a linear relationship between 
them, i.e. An= a-hm {Fig. 6).
Because of the significant width of the perturbation functions (Fig. 5) the 
phase velocity determined at one frequency involves not only one layer but the 
neighbouring ones, too. Their influence decreases with the increasing ‘di­
stance’ of the neighbouring layers. The half-peak interval of this effect — 
which is the depth resolution of the fitting or, generally speaking the inversion 
—  has been found to be linear W=b ■hm, too (Fig. 6).
By regression we obtained different values of a and b parameters for P- 
and SV- waves
and
ap = 6.04 bp=1.86 for P-waves
as -  2.17 bs = 0.91 for A-waves. 
The value of as = 2.17 is in good agreement with the ratio
r = А /  z
widely used in the simplified inversion of ground roll dispersion [MATTHEWS 
et al. 1996].
In this ‘ rule o f thumb ' inversion the Vg(z) profile is approximated from 
the measured dispersion data simply by
Vsfz) = 1.1 cm(km= rz), (14)
where X m = c j f m and the value of r is between 2 and 4.
Using formulae (2), (4) and (14) the relation of parameters of C(f) and 
Vs(z) can be determined from the following equations:
Vs(z) = AzIn = 1.1 c / 1(m+,)r(m (m+1)z(m m+I) ( m/s)
A =1.1 c /1 (m+I>r(m (m+l) (1/s) 
and
n = {m+\ )/m
i.e. the initial parameters of the Vs(z) function for the fitting can be estimated 
from the measured dispersion data.
With the values of c/= 552 , m = 0.355 (Fig. 3) and r = 2.17 we have 
ns = 3.81 and = 143 /s
in good agreement with the data of final fitting (Fig. 4)
ns= 3.55 A = VS1= 150 /s
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Fig. 6. Relation between the layer-depth and the perturbation parameters 
a) for SV-waves and b) for P-waves 
6. ábra. A rétegmélység és a perturbációs paraméterek kapcsolata 
a) az SV-, b) a P-hullámra
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8. Conclusions
Ground roll is a somewhat complicated and not very definite phenome­
non in seismic prospecting. It differs from the direct or refracted first break ar­
rivals because it has a well defined apparent velocity change (diving wave) 
and dispersion characteristics due to the very loose character of sediments. 
The approximation of depth dependent seismic parameters by simple analyti­
cal functions can be a useful tool in analysing ground roll dispersion caused by 
the inhomogeneous nature of loose sediments.
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A zavarhullámok diszperziójának analízise analitikai sebességfüggvények
esetén
ÁDÁM Oszkár és HERMANN László
A szeizmikus felszníni zavarhullámok laza —  főként lösz és harmadkori —  üledékekben jön­
nek létre, amelyekben a V(z) vertikális sebességeloszlás analitikus függvényekkel is jól közelíthető. 
Ezek a képződmények többnyire a viszko-elasztikus kőzetmodell megjelenítőiként is felfoghatók, 
ha szeizmikus abszorpció és diszperzió jelensége is létezik. Ezek létezését kísérleti méréseink 
eredményeinek analízisével és modellezéssel kívánjuk igazolni.
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Near-surface resolution power of the Schlumberger 
sounding method: examples from Lake Fertő 
(Neusiedlersee) region, Austria-Hungary
Franz KOHLBECK*, László SZARKA**’***, Alina JELINOWSKA***, 
Michel MENVIELLE***'****, Jean-Jacques SCHOTT,
Piotr TUCHOLKA***, Viktor WESZTERGOM**
The near-surface layer-resolution power of geoelectric soundings is illustrated by means of di­
rect comparison between the geoelectric and the core sample results. Three one-dimensional inver­
sion techniques (classical least-squares interpretation, the Zohdy technique, and the stochastic 
Bayesian method) are used. All of them show more similarity with the measured core sample physi­
cal parameters (core resistivity, humidity and susceptibility) than with the drillhole lithology itself. 
Local inhomogeneities and very thin layers cannot be seen from the surface; in contrast, the robust 
layer boundaries and continuously changing layer transitions can be resolved by various geoelectric 
inversion methods.
Keywords: geoelectric sounding, inversion, near-surface, Neusiedlersee, Austria, Hungary
1. Introduction
The Schlumberger sounding technique (also known as ‘vertical electrical 
sounding’), as all surface geophysical techniques, allows non-invasive insight 
into the electrical structure of the subsurface. In spite of its widespread appli­
cation and of the increasing interest in the reliable imaging of near-surface 
geological structures, information about its performance for investigating 
very near-surface structure is very limited.
Such information can only be obtained by direct comparison of measure­
ments of the actual resistivity profile with that obtained through inversion of 
the Schlumberger sounding curves. In the framework of French-Austrian and
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Csatkai E. u. 6-8, Hungary
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+ Ecole et Observatoire de Physique du Globe de Strasbourg, France 
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French-Hungarian cooperations, geophysical measurements, including very 
precise Schlumberger soundings, were carried out in 1997 in the region of 
Lake Fertő (Neusiedlersee). (For earlier geophysical studies of the region see 
KOHLBECK et al. [1993] and [1994].) As a part of this investigation, several 
shallow drillholes were deepened both in Austria and in Hungary. Continuous 
core sampling was carried out at each site, and Schlumberger soundings were 
performed at the core location along different (usually two perpendicular) di­
rections.
In this paper the resolution power of near-surface Schlumberger sound­
ing, utilizing the highest available precision in the field is discussed. The re­
sults obtained from different inversion techniques are directly compared with 
the subsurface rock physical properties. A summary is given of the techniques 
used and here we present the results for three sites, viz. Fertőújlak, Király-tó 
and Lébény. A detailed analysis of laboratory data together with the near­
surface geology of the region is given elsewhere [JELINOWSKA et al. 2000].
2. Description of the techniques
Schlumberger sounding
With the advent of technological and computational development the 
resolution power of the Schlumberger sounding method (for a full description, 
see KOEFOED [1979]) has been significantly improved. Nowadays the main 
limitation of the method is the time requirement to implant the electrodes into 
the soil, with minimum geometrical error. In order to get very precise data 
within minutes, a special tool was employed. A wooden rod (made up of three 
lengths of 2.2 m, for ease of transportation) was prepared and perforated at 
preselected electrode locations. (The^ß lengths were evenly distributed on a 
20 holes/decade logarithmic scale between Л5=500 mm and 6400 mm, and 
holes for three different MN distances, MN =100, 200 and 500 mm, were 
made, too.) At larger distances, traditional cable markers were used, still with 
20 AB distances/length decade.
Soundings were carried out at different directions. Only a small differ­
ence was observed between the sounding curves, indicating that horizontally 
stratified layers can be assumed. Therefore we simply took the arithmetic 
mean of sounding curves measured in two perpendicular directions. Such 
sounding curves are shown for three sites (Fertőújlak, Király-tó and Lébény) 
in Figure 1.
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Inversion techniques
Geoelectric inversion is inherently ambiguous for horizontally layered 
problems (i.e. in one-dimensional situations). It means that an infinite set of 
possible horizontally layered models can give equivalent responses and these 
responses are the same as the field response within very small or zero errors.
We applied three different one-dimensional inversion techniques:
(1) the Zohdy method, which is an automatic linear transformation of the 
apparent resistivity curves into the depth-resistivity domain, based on the 
morphological properties of apparent resistivity sounding curves [ZOHDY 
1989]. Its main limitation comes from the fact that the layer thickness is as­
sumed to increase logarithmically with increasing depth;
(2) a least-squares inversion technique, in which a small number of homo­
geneous layers are considered [JOHANSSON 1975]. From such an approach we
100
1 1 1 1 
1
AB/2 distance (m)
T
10
Fig. 1. Schlumberger resistivity sounding curves (mean values of two perpendicular 
directions, used in the geoelectric inversion) at Fertőújlak, Király-tó and Lébény 
l. ábra Vertikális elektromos szondázás (azaz az inverzióhoz felhasznált, két merőleges 
irányban kapott szondázási görbe átlaga) Fertőújlakon, a Király-tónál és Lébény mellett
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can expect that the most pronounced layers, or layer-sets, can be distinguished 
from each other;
(3) the stochastic Bayesian inversion elaborated by SCHOTT et al. [1999], 
which considers smooth models, digitized over a large number of thin layers 
of fixed thickness; the variable parameters are the layer resistivities. The re­
sults are the a posteriori marginal laws of the parameters over a priori pre­
selected resistivity ranges.
Laboratory measurements on the core samples
The drillholes were deepened by using a manual drilling set. The core 
samples with a diameter of 5 cm were collected in about 50 cm long sections. 
They were immediately sealed from the air and the measurements were carried 
out later in the laboratory of the University of Orsay. For further investigations 
22 mm x 22 mm x 22 mm standard perspex cubes were pushed into the sedi­
ment. The susceptibility and the water content were measured using standard 
methods; for the susceptibility a Bartington MS-2 susceptibility meter was 
used. The electric resistivity of core samples was measured by using a new, 
self-made technique (a detailed description is given in the Appendix.)
3. Results
Figures 2, 3, and 4 present observed morphological and measured physi­
cal (susceptibility, water content, and electrical resistivity) core properties for 
the three sites, viz. Fertőújlak, Király-tó and Lébény. Results of the inversion
Fig. 2. Lithological and physical properties of near-surface layers at the Fertőújlak 
site. From left to right: (a) observed lithology of the core; measured variations of 
physical parameters along the core: (b) susceptibility, (c) water content, and 
(d) electrical resistivity; resistivity profiles deduced from the inversion of the 
Schlumberger sounding curves given in Figure 1 using three one-dimensional 
inversion techniques: (e) Zohdy [ZOHDY 1989], (f) least-square fitting with a 
few-layers model, and (g) stochastic Bayesian method [Schott et al. 1999]
2. ábra. A fertőújlaki mérési hely felszínközeli rétegeinek litológiai és fizikai 
tulajdonságai. Balról jobbra: (a) fúrómag litológiai szelvénye; majd a fúrómagban 
mért három fizikai paraméter-szelvény: (b) szuszceptibilitás, (c) víztartalom, és 
(d) elektromos fajlagos ellenállás; s ezután az 1. ábrán bemutatott vertikális 
elektromos szondázási görbékből nyert fajlagos ellenállás-mélységszelvények, három 
egydimenziós inverziós eljárás alkalmazásával: (e) Zohdy-eljárás [Zohdy 1989],
(f) néhány réteges modellt szolgáltató legkisebb négyzetes illesztés, és 
(g) sztochasztikus Bayes inverzió [Schott et al. 1999]
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of the Schlumberger sounding curves (shown in Figure 1), using the three 
aforementioned one-dimensional inversion techniques (Zohdy, least-squares 
fitting, and stochastic Bayesian methods), are also presented in these figures.
The inversion results are given to a depth of 4 m, which is greater than any 
of the drillhole depths. At each site, the three resistivity-depth profiles ob­
tained are actually quite different, thereby giving a clear illustration of the 
non-uniqueness of the inverse problem. Their mean values are, however in 
good agreement with the measured core resistivity values, though all the de­
tails of the measured core resistivity profiles are not seen in the inverted pro­
files. This filtering out is expected either because the effect of very thin and 
relatively deep layers is too small to be observed, or because some changes in 
the core sample resistivity values might correspond to very local inhomoge- 
neities and not to realistic layers.
For Fertőújlak the near-surface resistivity increase in the upper part of the 
layer of organic origin (between 0-25 cm) can be seen in all three inversion re­
sults, but the resistivity decrease observed just below it (between 25 cm and 
50 cm) cannot be seen in any of them. The deeper and small resistivity changes 
are not detectable, either.
For Király-tó the detailed resistivity structure of the uppermost 100 cm 
cannot be seen from the Schlumberger sounding, though the resistivity de­
crease in the upper 50 cm, as well as the resistivity increase below 250 cm, is 
visible on all three inversion results.
For Lébény the core sample resistivity profile and the Zohdy resistivity 
profile run nearly parallel. A resistivity decrease between 30 and 40 cm, fol­
lowed by a resistivity decrease between about 60 and 80 cm can be equally 
well seen. The classical inversion assuming a few layers does not allow one to 
detect it —, with the exception of some resistivity change at a depth of about 
20 cm. The Bayesian inversion gives some weak indication about this resistiv­
ity change, but it takes place at somewhat shallower depths than where it was 
actually observed on the core. It is, however, worth noting that the uncertainty 
of the resistivity determination provided by the Bayesian inversion is of the 
same order as the measured resistivity variation, thus indicating that it is not 
possible to get clear evidence of it from inversion. At the same time, the or­
ganic matter/sand layer boundary at a depth of 85 cm can be seen perfectly in 
the classical interpretation. Given the already mentioned non-uniqueness of 
the solution of the inverse problem, this result would have been difficult to in­
terpret in the absence of direct measurements on the core.
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4. Conclusion
The results from the three sites dealt with allow one to discuss the subsur­
face resolution of high-precision Schlumberger soundings in conditions, in 
which there is no one-to-one correlation between the lithology and the physi­
cal parameters (magnetic susceptibility, water content, electric resistivity) of 
the core. It is evident that local resistivity heterogeneities and very thin layers 
cannot be resolved from the surface by using any geophysical methods. Nev­
ertheless, significant changes in the resistivities of well-developed layers, or 
even progressive resistivity changes can be detected from the surface by using 
precise Schlumberger soundings. For the first problem (correlation of lithol­
ogy and physical parameters) the classical few-layer inversion techniques are 
preferable whereas the latter problem (inability of geophysical methods to in­
terpret resistivity heterogeneities) can only be resolved by inversion methods, 
allowing smooth layer transitions. A combination of different inversion tech­
niques and sometimes direct comparison with measurements on the core pro­
vide a useful aid in understanding the subsurface resistivity distribution.
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Appendix
Core sample resistivity measurements
The electric measurements were carried out by using a special, small­
sized, four-electrode (AMNB) system, connected to the field instrument and 
simulating a Wenner sounding on the centimetre scale. The AM, MN, and NB
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distances were equal to 2 cm, and — in order to have good contact with the ma­
trix —  each of the electrodes had a length of 20 mm and a diameter of 2 mm. 
The R = AU/I electric resistance values were measured along the cores at 
every 5 cm, applying the smallest possible current intensity. For the computa­
tion of apparent resistivities from these resistance values, instead of a theoreti­
cal determination of geometrical coefficient for electrodes penetrating into a 
cylinder, a physically-based correction factor was used as follows.
In the first step of the physical correction, detailed resistance measure­
ments were carried out with the field equipment along three parallel profiles of 
a more or less homogeneous core sample. The arithmetic mean of all measure­
ments was found to be 62.3 fim, with a standard deviation of 1.1 fim. In the 
second step of the correction, large sheet electrodes were connected to the 
ends of a 26 cm long section of the same core sample, and the potential differ­
ences due to the current flowing along the core sample were measured in the 
central section of the sample by using different MN distances. The measured 
resistance values (R = A U /1) were found to be proportional to the MN lengths, 
as had been expected from the following form of the differential Ohm’s law: 
R = pc. MN /  A, where A is the cross section of the sample. In our case 
A was 15.9 cm2. The specific resistivity of the core was then directly obtained 
from the above equation. For the selected core sample we found pc = 6.98 fim. 
This means that to transform all AU/Iresistance values into resistivity values 
the correction factor in our case was 6.98 fim / 62.3 Q = 0.112 m (within 2 % 
of error). In order to avoid any confusion either with results of direct resistiv­
ity measurements or with apparent resistivity papp, this transformed resistivity 
pc is denoted as ‘core resistivity’ throughout the paper.
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A vertikális elektromos szondázás felbontóképesssége felszínközeli mérések
esetén
Franz KOHLBECK, SZARKA László, Alina JELINOWSKA,
Michel MENVIELLE, Jean-Jacques SCHOTT, Piotr TUCHOLKA, WESZTERGOM Viktor
Nagy geometriai pontossággal (20 adat/dekáddal; az /10=6.4 m-nél kisebb tápelektróda 
távolság esetén mindössze mm-nagyságú geometriai hibával) végzett vertikális elektromos 
szondázás felszínközeli rétegekre vonatkozó felbontóképességét a felszíni geoelektromos- és a 
magminta-eredmények közvetlen összehasonlításával szemléltetjük. Három különböző egydimen­
ziós inverziós eljárást használtunk: a klasszikus legkisebb négyzetes kiegyenlítés módszerével 
néhány vízszintes réteget szolgáltató megoldást, a Zohdy-eljárást és a sztochasztikus Bayes- 
módszert. Mindhárom eljárás eredménye nagyobb hasonlóságot mutat a folyamatosan vett 
fúrómagon mért fizikai paraméter-szelvényekkel (az elektromos fajlagos ellenállással, a víztarta­
lommal és a mágneses szuszceptibilitással), mint a fúrómagon szemmel megfigyelhető litológiai 
változásokkal. Helyi inhomogenitások és nagyon vékony rétegek a felszínről nem mutathatók ki, de 
a jól kifejlett réteghatárok és a rétegződés folyamatos változásai megjelennek a különböző inverziós 
eredményekben.
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Quality controlled resistivity inversion in cavity detection
Zsuzsanna NYÁRI*
Cavity detection is a common problem in engineering geophysics. Resistivity methods have 
been widely used for such tasks since the development of multi-electrode measuring systems. These 
new computer controlled data collecting systems provide large amounts of data in a short time. This 
paper presents the latest theoretical developments of ELGI in processing geoelectric data for the use 
of near surface cavity detection.
When, apart from the location, the size and the depth of cavities are needed an inversion 
method based on 2-D analytic model calculations can be used; this method also gives their uncer­
tainty. After numeric tests this inversion method has been successfully applied on field data.
To improve the reliability of the cavity parameters a simultaneous inversion method has been 
developed whose inputs are two datasets measured by different electrode arrays (dipole-dipole and 
Wenner) along the same profile. The results of the numeric investigations prove that this processing 
method gives more reliable solutions than the simple inversion method.
Keywords: resitivity, electrodes, two-dimensional models, cavity, inversion, engineering 
geophysics
1. Introduction
Near surface cavities mean real danger for traffic and buildings. It is a se­
rious task for engineering geophysics to locate such cavities and it is often 
necessary to determine reliably their dimensions. Resistivity measurements 
have been more widely used for such problems since the development of 
multi-electrode measuring systems, which provide fast data collection.
Resistivity measurements are carried out along a profile where data meas­
ured at different electrode separations represent different depths of investiga­
tion. The result of the measurement is a 2-D pseudo-section with the raw resis­
tivity data. These pseudo-sections can be processed by FD or FE inversion 
methods such as was done, for example, by DEY and M ORRISON [1979]. 
BARKER [1992] invented a fast inversion reconstruction method based on a 
quasi-Newton procedure using only one iteration step. LOKE and BARKER 
[1996] improved this process and inserted it into an inversion algorithm. Us-
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ing FD inversion methods the geoelectric characteristics of the investigated 
area can be correctly mapped and the anomalies caused by cavities can be re­
liably marked. GYULAI [1996-1997] invented a 1.5-D FD inversion method 
especially for cavity detection.
An inversion method whose forward calculation is carried out using the 
analytic solution of the 2-D cavity model has been developed in order to give 
rapidly and reliably the positions and size of the investigated objects. This 
process provides the parameters (location, size, depth) of the cavities along 
the profile. It is also possible to calculate the reliability values of the model 
parameters.
Joint inversion uses two (or more) independent methods for measuring 
along the profile. If joint inversion is applied the investigated parameters can 
be more correctly estimated than in the case of single inversion. DOBRÓKA et 
al. [1991] developed a joint inversion algorithm for seismic and resistivity 
data in the case of layered earth investigations. A method in which the compo­
nents of the inversion are two datasets measured by two different electrode 
configurations has a similar effect on the estimated parameters as does joint 
inversion. GYULAI [1998] used that so-called simultaneous inversion based 
on 1.5-D forward calculation for cavity detection with dipole-dipole and 
pole-pole data. My paper will present a simultaneous inversion method based 
on analytic modelling of dipole-dipole and Wenner data.
2. Data processing with inversion
The inversion algorithm applied here was based on the linearized, quali­
fied inversion method developed by DOBRÓKA et al. [1991] using the Mar- 
quard algorithm and L2 norm. This algorithm has been improved for the par­
ticular purpose of cavity detection using 2D analytic forward calculation.
As the first step of the inversion one has to define a model and give its ini­
tial parameters:
X  = (p l,...,p„) ( 1 )
X\ vector of model parameters 
Pf. model parameter 
n\ number of model parameters
In the test the 2-D geological model was a horizontal, infinite length cyl­
inder with infinite resistivity laid in uniform halfspace (Fig. 1). The parame­
ters of the model are: resistivity of the earth (pi), location of the cavity along
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0  X
Fig. 1. The 2-D geological model for the inversion 
1. ábra. 2-D geológiai modell az inverzió céljára
the profile (x), depth of the midpoint of the cylinder (H), radius of the cylinder 
(R). In the case of more cavities along the profile the number of parameters 
will increase by three times the cavity number. Forward calculation is carried 
out using the parameter vector defined in ( 1 ) and the s vector of the measured 
data:
, -  (2 )Y,cal = Y (X ,s ,)
i = 1,2 ,..,m
m\ number of measured data 
Si: zth measured value 
Y  response function
When function Y is the non-linear function of the parameter vector a line­
arization process is conventional. The first order Taylor expansion of Y is 
given by:
Yca,c= Y 0 + £
j=1
ÔYcalc
dx
ôx,
J Jx=xn
(3)
X0: vector of initial model parameters
Y:i0)=Y(Xo,sd
The error vector e gives the difference between the response functions of 
the observed and the calculated data:
e = y  — Gx (4 )
where:
y o b s  _  y O  
1 i 1 1
X )
G -  J
'  QYcalc '
y o b s  
1 i 1 X )
У у  calc
s x ,J
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Minimizing the error vector according to L2 norm leads to a linear equa­
tion system:
G TGx = GTy  (5)
The Marquard-Levenberg solution of (5) is:
x = Cf7 — + —У (6)
I : unit matrix 
A.: damping factor
To decrease the errors of linearization several iteration steps are needed.
Forward calculation
The potentials of the uniform halfspace (7) and the 2D cylinder (8) with 
infinite length and resistivity for infinite length line electrodes were calcu­
lated by LÖSCH et al. [1979].
VÜ{C,PXи >•••>P\qJ21 >• A )
/  • Pl  1 , 1  . 1  , 1 4= — — ( ln = -  + ... + ln——  ln —— ... — ln-=—) 
nq Rn RXi/ R2] R2q
(7)
V0: potential of uniform halfspace
/: current/length
C: position of current electrode
P: position of potential electrode
Rrq: distance of current C and potential electrodes Prq
r= 1: positive electrode (subscript)
r=2: negative electrode (subscript)
q\ number of electrode pairs (subscript)
Vc ,л )= J  f c 1 cos + Bm sin^ )^ '"Л + e mn°) (8)
m=1
Vc: potential of the cylinder
rj: bipolar co-ordinates after LÖSCH et al. [1979]
A, В: integration constants
LÖSCH et al. [1979] proved by model measurements that if one applies 
line electrodes in a 2-D medium it results in quantitatively the same apparent 
resistivity values as point electrodes used in a 3-D medium. Appendix A pre­
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sents some results of numeric investigations proving that the error caused by 
line electrodes in 2-D model calculations is smaller than 1%.
FERENCZY [1980] calculated the potentials of (7) and (8) for the case of 
dipole-dipole array with the assumptions that the electrodes are placed on the 
surface and the profile is perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. Then the bi­
polar co-ordinates can be written as
r) = 0
f
Ло = In
V
= 2 arctan
Й Ч
(9)
(10)
л /я 2 -  R2
хя (И )
xq: co-ordinate of the ql]1 electrode along the profile
H, R: parameters of the 2-D model
Then the potentials in (7) and (8) for any arrays consisting of two current 
and two potential electrodes can be calculated as:
д  i . A
2n
^ l - c o s ( ^ P| - £ Ca)  ^ l - c o s ^  - 5 Ca)  
ï - c o s ( ç , , -S c ,)  l - c o s ( ^  -Ç Ci)
00 2/p, a
mn e2m1),,- am=l
• {(cosi«^Ci -  cosm^Ci )• (cos m^Pi -  cosm^Pi )  
+ (sin m tCi -  sin m^Ci )  ■ (sin m^f, -  sin m£^ )}
pi: resistivity of the halfspace 
p2: resistivity of the cylinder
P2 ~ Pia  = ----------
( 12)
(13)
P2 + Pi
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The calculated resistivity curve of the 2-D model on Fig. 1 can be deter­
mined from:
£ î  = l + Æ î  (14)
p. A V0
For models with more than one cavity the potential of the model can be 
calculated from the superposition of the anomalies of each cylinder (15), and 
the model resistivity can be written as (16):
A n =2 > n '+ fe -iK
/=]
A K
AV0
(15)
(16)
AVS: anomaly after superposition 
AFc':anomaly of /th cylinder 
nc: number of cavities
Numeric investigations also prove that the effect of more cylinders can be 
correctly determined by the method of superposition (even in the case of cavi­
ties relatively close to each other) when the apparent resistivity is reached 
from separately calculated and stacked primary (A To) and secondary (AFC) po­
tentials (Appendix B).
Sensitivity investigations proved [NYÁRI 1997] that this method is not 
sensitive to the resistivity value of the cavity. At relative low resistivity con­
trast between the earth and the cavity (p2=5pi) fulfils the model assumption of 
infinite cylinder resistivity. For these purposes parameter p2 was kept constant 
during the inversion process.
Qualifying of parameters
In order to quality the calculated model parameters we followed the defi­
nitions of Sa l á t  et al. [ 1982]. When the data are uncorrelated the distribution 
of the model parameters can be characterized by the covariance matrix.
c o v  = G j { g TG ) (17)
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m t t {  Y calc
m: number of data points
The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix give the uncertainty of 
the model parameters (variance). The off-diagonal elements describe the cor­
relation of the parameters (18).
In order to test the inversion algorithm for geoelectric cavity detection 
synthetic data have been computed. The effect of different electrode arrays 
with four electrodes has also been investigated. OWEN [1983] found that di­
pole-dipole array is the most suitable configuration for the purpose of cavity 
detection. However at greater depths the separation of the dipoles is large in 
relation to the distance of the AB and MN electrodes so in such cases the meas­
ured data contain too high noise level. The effect of resistivity anomalies on 
different Wenner configurations has been observed by NYÁRI [1997] with the 
result that the conventional Wenner (AMNB) configuration can be used the 
most effectively for cavity detection. So the inversion method has been tested 
only with datasets of these two arrays.
Different levels of Gaussian noise have been added to the analytically cal­
culated datasets representing low (2%) and high (5%) noise (Figs. 2, 3). Ta­
ble I  shows the parameters of the model used and the uncertainty of the estima­
tion after the inversion. It can be observed that the uncertainties of resistivity 
and location parameters are the smallest in the case of both arrays. The errors 
of depth and size parameters were around the added noise level at dipole—di­
pole, and much higher than the noise level in the case of the Wenner array.
Near-surface cavities were detected in the village of Ernőd in Hungary in 
1987. The measurements were carried out by GYULAI et al. [1987]. A di­
pole-dipole array was applied with a = 2 m unit electrode spacing, and
( 18)
cony correlation of r'th andy'th model parameters.
Numerical investigations
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noise level: 2%
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Ohmm
Fig. 2. Synthetic dipole-dipole pseudo sections with different noise level 
2. ábra. Szintetikus dipól-dipól pszeudo szelvények különböző zajszintekkel
Fig. 3. Synthetic Wenner pseudo sections with different noise level 
3. ábra. Szintetikus Wenner-pszeudo szelvények különböző zajszintekkel
pt
h 
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i
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Parameter Uncertainties of parameters (%)
DD 2% W 2% DD 5% W 5%
P i = l 0 Qm 0.34 0.59 0.48 0.8
H= 3 m 3.05 7.54 4.39 10.84
R= 2 m 5.11 17.23 7.23 24.89
X=\6 m 0.16 0.39 0.24 0.57
Table I. Model parameters and their uncertainties after single inversion of datasets with 
different noise and electrode array. DD n%: dipole-dipole data with n% of noise level;
W n%: Wenner data with n% of noise level 
I. táblázat. Modellparaméterek és bizonytalansági értékeik egyszeres inverzió után 
különböző zajszint és elektróda elrendezés esetén. DD n%: dipól-dipól adatok n% zajszint 
mellett; W n%: Wenner adatok n% zajszint mellett
n = 1,2,...,5 depth levels were investigated. Figure 4 shows the measured 
data. The result of the inversion is presented in Table II. It is interesting that 
the uncertainties of parameters H  and R are smaller than the fitting error 
(13.8 %) of the measured and the calculated datasets.
(m)
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 Ohmm
Fig. 4. Resistivity profile measured at Ernőd 
4. ábra. Ernődnél mért ellenállászelvény
Parameters Й1 H R X
Inverted values 16.8 Qm 3.6 m 2.2 m 28.1 m
Uncertainties 1% 8% 8% 0%
Table II. Inversion result of resistivity profile measured at Ernőd. Fitting error: 13.8% 
II. táblázat. Az Ernőd mellett mért ellenállásszelvény inverziós eredménye
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3. Data processing with simultaneous inversion
The algorithm of simultaneous inversion is quite similar to simple inver­
sion. The main difference is that the S vector of the measured data has two 
different parts depending on the arrays applied in the measurement:
s = s x+s2 (19)
sx : vector of data measured with the first array
s2 ■ vector of data measured with the second array.
GYULAI [1998] investigated the parameter sensitivities of some arrays. 
He observed that the sensitivity of geometric parameters (length, width, 
depth) does not change equally with different arrays. This means that one ar­
ray is more sensitive for width, the other for length, etc. So if one applies two 
different arrays in one inversion process the whole dataset will be sensitive to 
both parameters.
The dipole-dipole array has almost the best horizontal resolution among 
the electrode configurations. However it can be applied only for detecting a 
small depth range because of the high noise level caused by the separation rate 
of the electrodes. With a Wenner array one can investigate a larger depth scale 
but with worse horizontal resolution. It is assumed that if one uses these two 
arrays together in inversion processing the uncertainties of the inverted pa­
rameters can be decreased.
Numerical investigations
The synthetic data were the same as those used in testing the simple inver­
sion method. Table III. shows the errors of the model parameters of Table 1 af-
Parameter Uncertainties of parameters (%)
DD 2%, DD 5%, DD 5%,
W 2% W 5% W 2%
Pi“ 10 Qm 0.28 0.40 0.35
H= 3 m 2.39 3.42 2.97
R= 2 m 4.36 6.2 5.38
X=\6 m 0.15 0.22 0.19
Table III. Model parameters and their uncertainties after simultaneous inversion of datasets 
with different noise and electrode array. DDn%: dipole-dipole data with n% o f  noise level; 
Wn%: Wenner data with n% o f noise level 
III. táblázat. Modellpraraméterek és bizonytalansági értékeik az adatok szimultán 
inverziója után különböző zajszintek és elektróda elrendezések esetén. DDn%: dipól-dipól 
adatok n% zajszint mellett; Wn% Wenner adatok n% zajszint mellett
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ter simultaneous inversion. It can be observed that the errors of all parameters 
were smaller at both noise levels than in the errors in Table 1.
In the next step datasets based on real field data acquisition have been 
computed. This means that the dipole-dipole data contained higher noise 
(5%), than the Wenner data (2%). The errors of the parameters after simultane­
ous inversion are also presented in Table III. It is remarkable that even the 
noisy dipole-dipole data could reduce the uncertainties of the Wenner data as 
well. Figures 5 and 6 respectively present how simultaneous inversion can re­
duce the errors of parameters Я  and R.
12 “ I
Dipole-dipole data 
Y///A Wenner data
I Two datasets with the sam e noise 
Two datasets with different noise
5% 5%, 2%
Noise level of the data
Fig. 5. Uncertainties of depth parameter after different kinds of inversions with datasets of
different noise
5. ábra. A mélységparaméterek bizonytalanságai különböző inverziók után eltérő zajok
mellett
U
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%
)
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2% 5% 5%, 2%
Noise level of the data
Fig. 6. Uncertainties of radius parameter after different kinds of inversions with datasets of
different noise
6. ábra. A sugárparaméterek bizonytalansági értékei eltérő zajokkal terhelt adatrendszerek
különböző inverziói után
To investigate the inversion method in the case of more cavities a model 
with two cylinders with the same H/R ratio (H/R= 1.3) but different size and 
depth has been used. Table IV  presents the model and qualifying parameters 
when the distance between the objects is relatively large. The results of the 
single inversion show that the reliability of the parameter estimation is better 
for the cylinder with shallower depth in the case of dipole-dipole, and for the 
cylinder with greater depth in the case of the Wenner array. If the two cylinders
V. táblázat. Modellparaméterek és bizonytalansági értékeik egyszeres és szimultán k 
inverzió után különböző zajszintekre és eletktróda elrendezésekre egymáshoz közel C l /  
lévő két henger esetén. DD n% : dipól-dipól adatok n% zajszint mellett;
W n%: Wenner adatok n% zajszint mellett
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Qualifying Model M1 model DD 2% W 2% DD 5% W 5% DD 5%, W 2%
parameter parameter
Pi 10 Ohmm 0.396 0.79 0.577 1.122 0.433
H\ 4 m 5.198 12.97 7.625 19.58 4.747
sL R\ 3 m 7.06 21.6 10.275 33.486 6.872
c
'■e
Xy 10m 0.421 1.11 0.62 1.708 0.507
<u
оtz H2 2m 3.635 14.15 5.337 21.428 4.379z>
Ri 1.5m 6.279 27.95 9.319 44.455 7.724
Xj 20 m 0.13 0.37 0.191 0.556 0.157
Fitting error [%] 4.21 4.33 6.131 6.173 5.393
Rel. model distance [%] 1.978 1.731 0.955 1.213 0.485
Number of data 177 147 177 147 324
Table IV. Model parameters and their uncertainties after single and simultaneous inversion 
of datasets with different noise and electrode array for two cylinders that are relatively far 
apart. DD n% : dipole-dipole data with n% o f noise level; W n%: Wenner data with n% of
noise level.
IV. táblázat. Modellparaméterek és bizonytalansági értékeik egyszeres és szimultán inverzió 
után különböző zajszintekre és eletktróda elrendezésekre egymástól viszonylag távol lévő 
két henger esetén. DD n%: dipól-dipól adatok n% zajszint mellett; W n%: Wenner adatok
n% zajszint mellett
Qualifying Model М2 model DD 2% W 2% DD 5% W 5% DD 5%, W 2%
parameter parameter
Pi 10 Ohmm 0.381 0.668 0.551 0.944 0.395
h , 4 m 5.675 14.437 8.314 20.88 5.028
& R,
3 m 7.616 23.452 10.882 64.03 7.194
C
■ e
X, 12.5 m 0.404 1.208 0.598 1.816 0.483
CD
О
c
H2 2 m 4.24 18.999 6.346 30.831 5.314
z>
r 2 1.5 m 7.156 35.743 10.816 61.233 9.905
X2 18 m 0.163 0.526 0.244 0.761 0.202
Fitting error [% 4.212 4.289 6.054 6.093 5.345
Rel. model distance [%] 0.588 1.768 2.548 6.882 1.391
Number of data 177 147 177 147 324
Table V. Model parameters and their uncertainties after single and simultaneous inversion of 
datasets with different noise and electrode array in the case of two close cylinders. DD n%: 
dipole—dipole data with n% of noise level; W n%: Wenner data with n% of noise level.
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are sited close to each other the reliability values of the model parameters be­
come worse (Table V). On applying the simultaneous inversion method the 
closest estimation of the parameters can be reached in both cases.
4. Conclusions
If one processes resistivity data by means of analytical inversion the loca­
tion, depth and size of the cavities along the profile can be reliably defined. 
The best estimation of these parameters can be achieved from data measured 
with a dipole-dipole array. To reduce the errors of the investigated parameters 
it is advisable to measure both dipole-dipole and Wenner arrays for simultane­
ous inversion.
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Appendix A
During the analytic calculations the apparent resistivity values of 2-D 
models are determined by applying the formulae of line sources though in 
practice the measurements are carried out with point sources. To investigate 
the model error caused by that kind of calculation the results of analytic model 
calculations were compared with the results of 2.5-D FD calculations using 
the same model and measuring parameters. The only difference between the 
models of the two kinds of calculation was their shape: a cylinder was used for 
analytic and a rectangle for FD modelling. The theory of 2.5-D calculations 
has been improved by PRÁCSER [1998]. The difference of the two datasets al­
ways stayed below 1% containing not only the difference of the sources but 
the difference in the shape of the objects as well. Figure 7 shows an example 
model for such comparison. The difference between the two complete datasets 
(with n = 1, ...,8) was 0.987%.
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Fig. 7. Example model for investigating the error caused by using line sources instead of 
point sources. Electrode array: dipole-dipole, unit electrode distance: 1 m, n=5. Model 
parameters: p2/pi=100, #=1.5 m, R= 0.5 m, a=l m, X = 2 0  m 
7. ábra. Példa a pont- és vonalforrások használata miatti eltérés vizsgálatához alkalmazott 
modellre. Elektróda elrendezés: dipól-dipól, egységnyi elektróda távolság: 1 m, n=5. 
Modellparaméterek : p2/pi=100, #=1,5 m, f?=0,5 m, a =  1 m, X = 2 0  m
Fig. 8. Example model and theoretical curves for investigating the application of the theory 
of superposition in the case of two cavities. Electrode array: dipole-dipole, unit electrode 
distance: 0.5 m, n=5. Model parameters: p2/pi=100, #=1.5 m, R=0.5 m, a= 1 m, X]=19 m,
X2=20.5 m
8. ábra. Példa a szuperpozíció elve alkalmazhatóságának vizsgálatához használt két üreges 
modellre és elméleti görbékre. Elektróda elrendezés: dipól-dipól, egységnyi elektróda 
távolság: 0,5 m, n=5. Modellparaméterek: p2/pi=100, #=1,5 m, R=0,5 m, a= 1 m, X i= l9  m,
X2=20,5 m
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Appendix В
The geoelectric effect of two or more horizontal cylinders is calculated 
analytically by using the theory of superposition. Numeric investigations 
proved that this theory can be correctly used when the apparent resistivity is 
determined from separately calculated primary (caused by uniform halfspace) 
and secondary (caused by the cylinder) potentials. The control models were 
calculated after PRÁCSER [1998], as in App. A. In the case of cavities sepa­
rated by only one distance unit from each other (Fig. 8) the difference of the 
two datasets (with n = 1,..., 10) was 2.54%. If one increased the distance be­
tween the objects the difference between the analytical and FD values strongly 
decreased.
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Üregkutatási célú fajlagos ellenállás mérések minőség ellenőrzött inverziója
Nyári Zsuzsanna
Üregkutatási feladatok mindennaposak a mérnökgeofizikai gyakorlatban. A fajlagos ellenállás 
mérésén alapuló módszereket a sokelektródás mérési rendszerek kifejlesztése óta széles körben al­
kalmazzák ilyen feladatok megoldására. Az új, számítógép vezérlésű adatgyűjtő rendszerek le­
hetővé teszik nagy mennyiségű adat rövid időn belül történő regisztrálását. A dolgozat olyan 
elméleti fejlesztések eredményeit ismerteti, melyek a későbbiek során alkalmazhatóvá válnak az 
ELGI keretében végzett felszínközeli üregkutatási feladatok megoldásában.
Az üregek lokalizálásán túl gyakran szükséges azok méretét és mélységét is megadni Kifej­
lesztettünk egy 2-D-s analitikus modellezésen alapuló inverziós módszert, amely az üreg helyének, 
mélységének és méretének számszerű értékét eredményezi, és mindezek mellett meghatározza a 
számított paraméterek valószínű hibáját is. A módszert sikeres numerikus tesztelése után terepi pé­
ldán is alkalmaztuk.
Szimultán inverziós módszert fejlesztettünk ki annak érdekében, hogy csökkentsük az ered­
ményül kapott modellparaméterek hibáját. Az eljárás két, különböző elektróda elrendezéssel 
(dipól-dipól, Wenner) mért adatrendszer együttes inverzióját végzi el. A numerikus vizsgálatok 
alapján kijelenthető, hogy ez az eljárás valóban megbízhatóbb paramétereket eredményez, mint a 
hagyományos inverzió.
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